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Ashbank, the UK's number one supplier of Equine Laundry Equipment has 

assisted hundreds of rug wash businesses and stable owners with their rug 

washing needs. 

Ashbank supply only purpose built machines that has been 

specifically designed with the cleaning of rugs in mind. 

Whether it is simply a small private yard with a few horses, 

a large rug wash business or even professional racing 

stables our experienced consultants are always available to 

advise on our customers particular needs. Whatever your 

budgets Ashbank are able to supply the right equipment  

to do the job correctly. 

What Size Rug Cleaner Do I Need?

This largely depends on the size of rugs and the quantity of rugs that 

you wish to clean.

Ashbank would always recommend a machine with a minimum capacity of 13kg (30lb) 

which is an ideal starting point for a private use and will launder most rugs. 

For a commercial rug wash businesses the machine should have minimum capacity of 

18kg(40lb), this ensures the largest of rugs can be washed in a single cycle thus keeping 

water and detergent costs down.

Single Phase or Three phase? 

Our machines have the flexibility of being single or three phase and still give the identical 

wash results The only difference between the two wilI be the speed of the wash cycle. A 

three phase machine will heat the water faster and will therefore complete cycle quicker 

and under normal conditions, around 10 to 15 minutes faster. So you have the choice 

and flexibility of knowing should you need to move the machine elsewhere an Ashbank 

machine will work whatever electrical supply is available.

Do I Need Hot Water ? 

No all our machines will work on cold fill only if necessary, if a hot supply is connected the 

machine will simply give a faster wash cycle. 

Special Wash Cycles 

Yes all Ashbank machines come with special equine wash cycles ensuring rugs are 

washed and re-proofed correctly Using a normal washing machine can damage rugs.
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Dryer- Do I Need One? 

A commercial tumble dryer will speed up the drying process compared to drying on 
heated rails or natural drying. They are available in natural gas, bottle gas or electric 
three phase. It is a common practice for rug wash businesses to use a tumble dryer.

How Much Will It Cost To Wash A Rug In A Rug Washer 
Ashbank energy efficient rug cleaners are able to process a rug for as little as 40p.

How Much Will It Cost To Dry A Rug In A Rug Dryer? 
Ashbank energy efficient rug dryers with RADAX technology are able to process a rug 
for as little as 30p.

Why Choose Ashbank? 
As BETA members you can be assured you are dealing with a trusted supplier. 
For further reassurance Ashbank are part of The Ashbank Group Of Companies, one 
of the oldest laundry equipment suppliers in the UK. The group's origins go way back 
to1950's and have long established relationships with professional stables and rug 
wash companies. 

www.ashbankservice.co.uk 
For Further Information 

Contact Us On 

01642  768  990
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